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SOLIHULL COMMUNITY HOUSING 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 

 
MONDAY 22 OCTOBER 2018 

 
ENDEAVOUR HOUSE 

 
Present: Richard Hyde – Chair 
  Patricia Smith – Vice Chair 
  David Bell 

Ben Burton 
  Julie Hulland 
  Andy Mackiewicz 
  Nigel Page  
  Louise Tubbs 
  Chris Williams 
  
In attendance: Fiona Hughes - Chief Executive 
  Surjit Balu - Executive Director of Housing and Communities 
  Deborah Good – Interim Executive Director of Customer and 

Business Services 
  Mark Pinnell – Executive Director of Assets and Development 
  Sam Gilbert – Chief Financial Officer 
  Councillor Tony Dicicco  
  Mary Moroney – Company Secretary 
  Sarah Brookes – Minutes 
  
1.  Welcome and Apologies 

  
The Chair congratulated Mark and Surjit who have been successfully 
appointed into the Executive Director roles.  The Chair welcomed Councillor 
Tony Dicicco to the meeting, this was his first SCH Board meeting.  
 
David Irwin (Solihull News) was also in attendance to observe the meeting. 

 
 Apologies were received from:  
  
 Jenny Fletcher 

  
2.     Declarations of Interest:  
 
2.1  Members confirmed that there were no new declarations arising.                     
 
3.      Minutes of the Meeting held on 10 September 2018 
 
3.1 The minutes were reviewed and agreed as a true and accurate record. 
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DECISION THE BOARD  
 
(i) APPROVED the minutes of the meeting held on 10 September 2018. 
 
4.        Action Log  
 
4.1 The Chair explained that we will be revising the Board action log so that it is 

easier to recognise the actions that are in progress or outstanding.  
 
4.2 Fiona confirmed that, currently, all ALMO’s directly employ a person in the 

role of Company Secretary and this model works successfully.  
Consequently, it is not necessary to obtain legal advice.  Andy Mackiewicz 
agreed that this was a reasonable decision and the role of Company 
Secretary works for the Board although can also have other responsibilities 
within the company.   The Chair is currently working with the Company 
Secretary and reviewing the Board activities. 

 
4.3 It was confirmed that a Task and Finish Group has been set up to review the 

Allocations Policy.  Deborah informed the Board that consultation would take 
place with them and wider stakeholders. 

  
DECISION   THE BOARD 
 
(i) APPROVED the Action Log. 
 
5. Chief Executive’s Update  

5.1   Fiona welcomed the Executive Directors to the meeting and confirmed the 
appointments of Mark and Surjit.  Deborah Good has taken interim 
responsibility for the role of Executive Director of Customer and Business 
Services and this arrangement will remain until March 2019 when the budget 
position will be reviewed.   

 
5.2 An amendment to Fiona’s report was highlighted; 5.1 (bullet point 6) should 

state “we have been awarded additional funding for the Home Options 
service to allow the appointment of six additional staff to meet service 
pressure”.  This was noted by all Board members. 

 
5.3 A visual display of the SCH re-brand preceded the Board meeting and the 

next step will be the launch of the new brand. 
 
5.4 The current challenges, detailed under item 6.1, were discussed and 

Customer Satisfaction and Engagement is an agenda item for discussion.  
 
5.5 Fiona discussed the introduction of a new ‘Housing Contacts’ system and this 

is an automated dial-out service for low level arrears.  This will enable SCH to 
contact customers more quickly with the view to providing help and support to 
prevent arrears from becoming worse. 

 
5.6 Sam confirmed that a bid has been submitted for additional borrowing above 
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the debt cap and discussions are ongoing with the Council.  The Government 
have indicated an intention to lift the cap on the borrowing capacity for 
Councils and we are expecting more detail after the autumn statement.  
Councillor Tony Dicicco agreed that a change to the current borrowing criteria 
would be greatly appreciated. 

 
5.7 Fiona confirmed that one of the key priorities will be to enable better staff 

engagement and a staff development group will be launched to bring together 
staff from across the organisation.  This group will focus on how SCH can 
engage better with staff. 

 
5.8 The new report format which sets out the key organisational highlights and 

challenges was greatly received by Board members.  
 
DECISION THE BOARD  

(i)  NOTED  the content of the Chief Executive’s Update. 

6.  Customer Satisfaction and Engagement 

6.1   The Chair introduced the report which provided an update on SCH’s current 
and proposed approach to customer engagement and satisfaction including 
the outcomes from Share Your Views and the recent STAR 2018 (tenant 
satisfaction survey). 

6.2 The Board and EMT will be visiting top performing Housing organisations and 
the first of these visits will take place on 28 November 2018 to Nottingham 
City Homes.  Board members were invited to join the Chair on the visit to 
Nottingham. 

6.3 The Chair identified that, to date, he had not had the opportunity to meet all 
SCH staff however the staff that he had met were focused upon delivering a 
great service to our customers.   

6.4 Fiona confirmed that we are particularly disappointed at the results in the 
STAR survey for ‘listening to tenants’ views and acting on them’.  Fiona 
discussed the proposed improvement actions that were summarised at 
appendix A of the report.  We have already launched a Customer 
Engagement Campaign, asking tenants and leaseholders to ‘join the SCH 
conversation’.   The aim of this tenant engagement is to listen to the concerns 
of as many tenants as possible in the period September to December 2018.   

6.5 Fiona reported that additional resources may be needed to support the 
delivery of the outline plan in Appendix A however relevant approvals will be 
sought from Board when more information with regard to resources has been 
quantified. 
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6.6 Deborah echoed our disappointment at the results of the STAR survey 
however is confident that the proposed improvement action plan will improve 
levels of customer satisfaction and engagement.  We are also refocusing our 
training and development programme to ensure a whole organisational and 
consistent approach to delivering great customer service.  A revised appraisal 
process will have a much clearer focus on demonstrating expected 
behaviours required to deliver excellent customer care.  This will be 
implemented for all staff from April 2019.  

6.7 Patricia Smith suggested meeting with the street and block champions as part 
of the SCH conversation.  Deborah agreed and will make sure this is 
arranged. 

6.8 Andy Mackiewicz agreed that we need focus on listening, ‘getting underneath 
the skin’ of our customers and implement a cultural change.  Andy also 
suggested that SCH should ensure the fundamental matters are right for 
example getting customer interfaces right before focusing on new areas.    

6.9 The Chair has recently visited the Contact Centre and observed that the staff 
operate well however the service may be improved with better technology.   

6.10 Deborah confirmed that understanding the customer experience is critical and 
we have a rigorous process for performance managing the contact centre 
advisors.  It was agreed that it would be worthwhile for the Senior 
Management Team (SMT) and Board members to visit the contact centre to 
meet staff and listen in on calls. 

6.11 The launch of the customer portal – ‘My SCH account’ will take place towards 
the end of November.  This is an important milestone enabling customers to 
directly report repairs and make appointments on line.  This will help us to 
improve our digital offer and it is anticipated that this will help improve 
satisfaction amongst those aged 54 and under. It was also highlighted by the 
Board members that an enhancement of internal communication for example 
communication from the Contact Centre to our internal teams would help 
towards improving our customer experience. 

6.12 Councillor Tony Dicicco was in agreement that the younger generation 
become frustrated with Contact Centre services; they prefer to use online 
services as their preferred contact.  Fiona confirmed that it will be interesting 
to review satisfaction after the digital offer has been introduced and use the 
comparative data to further shape our services.  

6.13 Chris requested that this item is tracked and the Board members receive a 
regular update of the measures being implemented to enhance the 
customers’ experience.  MEL had done some deeper dives at the time of the 
last STAR survey but these were not very productive.  BMG have undertaken 
the survey this year and Fiona is arranging to meet them to look at ongoing 
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external monitoring so that we can understand the impact of our 
interventions. 

6.14 Fiona identified that although the outcomes of Share Your Views show higher 
levels of satisfaction than the STAR survey, we are not complacent about the 
outcomes and recognise that we need to further explore customer feedback 
on receipt of a specific service.  The response to repairs surveys is high and 
this enables us to analyse general themes and we need to do the same for 
our other service areas. 

6.15 David Bell identified that we need to also target the proportion of customers 
that are neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. This will maximise all opportunities 
to influence our customer experience and shape service delivery. 

6.16 The Chair and Board members agreed that we want to see a shift in the 
feedback from our customers and aim towards the top quartile for customer 
satisfaction. 

6.17 It was agreed that this item will be a regular agenda item and the Board will 
receive a progress report on the improvement actions summarised in 
Appendix A.   

DECISION  THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED  the findings from STAR 2018 and the actions detailed in  
  Appendix A.   

(ii) NOTED  transactional data outcomes from Share Your Views.  

(iii) NOTED  the actions already taken, and proposals listed in Appendix A, 
to improve levels of customer satisfaction and engagement.  
It was also agreed to review the customer experience/contact 
and a progress report, during Board meetings, on the 
proposed improvement actions summarised in Appendix A. 

(iv) AGREED no funding discussion at this stage for additional resources 
that may be needed to support the delivery of the outline plan 
in Appendix A.  Relevant approvals will be sought from Board 
when more information with regard to resources has been 
quantified. 

7. SCH Performance Overview Report/Scorecard for Quarter 2 2018/19 

7.1 The report provided an update on the performance against the business 
critical KPI's and Delivery Plan milestones at the end of quarter 2  
(30 September 2018). 
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7.2 The current performance management framework has been operating since 
April 2016 and table 1 illustrated the performance reporting hierarchy and 
frequency.  At Quarter 1 18/19 we introduced the SCH balanced scorecard 
which shows the overall health of SCH in relation to meeting the KPI targets 
and achieving Delivery Plan objectives.   

7.3 SCH currently reports a suite of 33 KPIs accompanied by a further 20 plus 
pages of management information.  Reporting against agreed KPIs 
incorporates outcomes against the agreed annual target and compares 
performance to the previous two years.  The Board were asked to consider if 
they might wish to receive a reduced number of KPIs for the reporting year 
2019/20 in order to enable the Board to have a greater strategic focus on the 
KPIs which are truly business critical. 

7.4 Executive Management Team (EMT) and Operational Management Team 
(OMT) would continue to monitor the wider KPIs with full reporting still 
monitored by the Housing Operations Committee and with further scrutiny 
provided by the Tenants’ Scrutiny Panel. 

7.5 It was confirmed that all Board members receive copies of the committee 
papers and this includes the Housing Operations.   

7.6 The Board were asked to consider the proposal ahead of a more in-depth 
discussion at Board in December and approval as part of the Delivery Plan 
process. 

7.7 It was agreed that the recommendation to reduce the Board KPI suite to 12 
will be reviewed during the Board meeting in December.  

7.8 Fiona commented that going forward; we need to develop a reporting 
framework for tenant satisfaction and engagement. 

7.9 The Chair identified that, as agreed by Board members, we are aiming 
towards top quartile performance and to achieve this Board members need to 
focus more strategically and provide their resources in the areas that will 
enable its achievement.   

7.10 Andy Mackiewicz confirmed that we need to consider VFM and ensure the 
business’s aims are appropriate to this consideration.  The Board will reflect 
on the work undertaken by Nottingham City Homes however it was noted that 
healthy statistics do not always reflect upon the service provided and the 
customers’ satisfaction. 

DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED the contents of the report and the current performance 
framework. 

 
(ii) NOTED the overall performance and scorecard outturn, at the end of 

quarter 2, listed in Appendix A. 
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(iii) NOTED the proposed amendments to KPIs reportable to Board for 
discussion to be agreed following HouseMark benchmarking 
report. 

 
(iv) NOTED  the Delivery Plan timetable and that the draft Delivery Plan 

including proposed KPI targets will be presented to the Board 
meeting in December.  

 
(v) NOTED the proposal to develop a framework for monitoring tenant 

satisfaction and engagement. 
 

8.   SCH Board Committee – Terms of Reference Review and Membership 

8.1 The report proposed amendments to the Committee Terms of Reference in 
relation to Audit and Risk, Human Resources and Remuneration and Housing 
Operations; members also needed to be appointed to the Committees. 

8.2 It was proposed that the Board takes over the responsibilities of the 
Development and New Business Committee. The Chair explained that if the 
Committee stands down, the Board would require regular reporting on 
relevant matters which would have been covered by the Committee.   

8.3 Andy Mackiewicz raised a query with regard to the quorum necessary for the 
transaction of business as it may not always be possible to have two 
independent members in attendance and it was agreed to amend the Terms 
of Reference to state that in order to be quorate there needs to be three of 
the five Committee members present with no requirement for two to be 
independent.    

8.4 Audit and Risk Committee – given that Procurement will become the 
responsibility of this Committee it was agreed that it should be included in the 
text under the heading ‘Purpose’.  It was also suggested to include Health 
and Safety so that the Board can strategically scrutinise. 

8.5 A discussion took place with regard to the number of Away Days within a 12 
month period.  The consensus was that two away days were sufficient 
considering the responsibilities and commitments of Board members. 

DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) APPROVED the Terms of Reference for the Housing Operations 
Committee with the removal of the procurement process from 
this Committee. 

 
(ii) APPROVED the Terms of Reference for the Audit and Risk Committee 

including the oversight of Procurement and to permit the 
appointment of independent (non-Board) Committee 
members who have relevant financial experience in 
accounting and auditing. 
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(iii) APPROVED the Terms of Reference for Human Resources and 
Remuneration Committee. 

 
(iv) AGREED the membership of the Committees. 
 
(v) APPROVED the dates for Board Meetings in 2019. 
 
(vi) AGREED the Board would receive sufficient information and reports to 

allow them to discharge the responsibilities of the disbanded 
Business and Development Committee. 

 

9. Asset Management Strategy – Progress and Performance Tool review  
 

9.1 Mark explained that the most significant change from previous strategies was 
the inclusion of a new asset performance tool to guide stock investment.  The 
report was noted by all members and Mark thanked Nigel Page for 
representing the Board on the Task and Finish group that will be set up to 
help us align future investment plans with income projections.  A specialist 
consultancy called ARK has been appointed to complete a Stock Condition 
Survey and we anticipate the results and a final report will be available by the 
end of the year (2018). 

 
DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED the update to the current SCH AMS (2017-2022). 
 

10. Chair’s report from the Housing Operations Committee Meeting held on 
17 September 2018 

 
10.1 Chris explained that the meeting focused on Homelessness and the number 

of approaches has remained extremely high; approximately double the 
number of approaches that we received before the introduction of the HRA.  
The number of crisis approaches has also increased; we have only recently 
started to collect this data because of the notable increase. 

 
10.2 EMT have been assessing the impact of the HRA introduction on staff 

workload and have successfully secured approval from the Cabinet Member 
to use some of the Flexible Homeless Support Grant (FHSG) to employ 6 
additional staff on a two year contract.  It is believed that this will make a 
significant improvement to the team’s workload and ability to fully support the 
needs of those presenting as homeless.  EMT and the Housing Operations 
Committee will monitor the situation. 

 
10.3 Following the increase in demand for temporary accommodation (TA) we 

have had to place five families in Travelodge hotels.  This has only been for 
short periods of time and they were swiftly moved into other TA units.  Hotels 
are only used in emergency situations and are the last resort for SCH. 
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10.4 It was previously reported that the amount of accommodation available for 
young people has reduced with the loss of accommodation by external 
providers.  Consequently, SCH are working with SMBC with the intention to 
redevelop Lakeside into units for young people.  A full viability assessment is 
being undertaken and the Board will be provided with an update when this is 
received at the Housing Operations Committee. 

 
10.5 The Solihull Youth Hub has been operated by St Basil’s on a two year pilot 

and figures show that it has significantly helped in preventing youth 
homelessness.  A continuation of the work at the Youth Hub would require 
funding from SCH and Children’s Services.  Further work with regard to 
funding is being considered and an important consideration is that if it does 
not continue there would be hundreds more young people approaching SCH 
directly for assistance from April 2019.    

 
10.6 Fiona confirmed that it is too early to measure the success of Locality 

Working however an evaluation of the outcomes to be achieved is currently 
being undertaken.   

 
10.7 Chris identified the need to improve the response rate to Rate and Review 

(Share Your Views) from customers of Solihull Home Options. 
 
10.8 The SCH Contact Centre were shortlisted for the CIH Women in Housing 

Awards and although they did not win we were pleased to see the recognition 
of the good work of our, predominately women, staff in the Contact Centre. 

 
DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED the content of the report.  
 

11. Annual Safeguarding Reports for Adults and Children 
 

11.1 Board members were asked to note the annual reports of the Solihull 
Safeguarding Adults Board (SSAB) and the Local Safeguarding Children 
Board (LSCB).   

 
11.2 The legislative framework for safeguarding children is in transition and a 

revised statutory guidance ‘Working Together to Safeguard Children (2018)’ 
was published in August. 

 
11.3 Solihull is proposing to implement new safeguarding arrangements based on 

the ‘Cycle of Continuous Improvement’ model.  Solihull have also made a 
successful bid to be included in the ‘Early Adopters Programme’ which aims 
to support local areas to develop and test innovative approaches to 
implementing the new safeguarding reforms.  

 
11.4 Andy Mackiewicz was pleased that our operatives and direct workforce 

receive L1 training and this enables them to identify issues when they are 
working in people’s homes.  In future, it was confirmed that Safeguarding will 
be mandatory training and linked to staff appraisals.   
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11.5  The Board need to encourage and support staff to make referrals. Fiona 

explained that the Business Bulletin can be used to distribute messages from 
the Board to our staff.  

 
11.6 Ben Burton asked why SCH do not contribute to the SSAB.  Sam Gilbert 

clarified the position of SCH and explained that we have always made an 
annual contribution to the LSCB however we have not been required to 
contribute to the Adults Board. 

 
DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED the Annual reports. 
 

12. Board Forward Plan 
 
12.1 The forward plan was noted and agreed. 
 
12.2 Christmas lunch will take place after the next Board meeting in December.  

Chris Williams proposed his apologies for this meeting. 
 

DECISION THE BOARD  

(i) NOTED the contents of the Forward Plan. 
 

13. Review of the Board Meeting 
 
13.1 Louise Tubbs provided thanks to Fiona for her detailed Chief Executive 

Update report.  Board agreed that the report was very informative and it was 
helpful receiving an update about the different areas of the business that are 
of relevance to the Board.   

 
13.2  The Chair also thanked Fiona for the new report format and explained that he 

wants the Board to work effectively.  The Chair asked Board members to 
feedback any changes they would like to see implemented to enable the 
Board to be strategically focused. 

  
Any Other Business 
 
The Board have been invited to attend the Remembrance Service in Solihull on  
11 November 2018.  Patricia Smith volunteered to attend the service on behalf of 
the Board.   
 
There is an NFA seminar on 21 November 2018 and this is an opportunity for our 
Board members to meet other Chairs of ALMO’s.  If Board members would like to 
attend they need to inform Mary. 
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We have 3 Board members who have agreed to attend Nottingham City Homes on 
28 November 2018.  The Chair would like Board members to attend and if this is 
possible to inform Mary so that transport can be arranged.    
 
The meeting was concluded at 7.28 pm 
 
The next meeting will be on Monday 10 December 2018 at 10.00am 
 
Signed as a true record of the meeting: …………………………………………  
(Chair) 
 
Date: ……………………………………………………………….. 


